[Standardized documentation in emergency departments with the core dataset of the DIVI].
In Germany the documentation of every prehospital emergency medical treatment has been standardized since 1997 based on the core data-set MIND (minimal emergency physician data-set). Against this background it is very surprising that there is still no standardized data-set implemented for the documentation of early inhospital emergency care. In order to create such a data-set the current state of documentation in many different hospitals all over the country was scrutinized. In addition existing registries and international requirements were taken into consideration. Finally, a modular data-set was created using a Delphi process. This data-set was tested, clinically validated and finally ratified by the executive committee of the DIVI (German Interdisciplinary Association of Critical Care Medicine). The modular data-set was designed in such a way that a basic module forms the foundation for every patient. Process-oriented modules (e.g. surveillance) and symptom-oriented modules (e.g. trauma, neurology) were added if necessary. Along with this data-set a set of six modules was created for graphical representation when required. This high level of standardization not only allows an internal and external quality assessment but also provides a sophisticated documentation system especially to the trauma team in the emergency department. In terms of content major parameters of interhospital quality management are recorded and important factors of process management, such as MTS (Manchester triage system), ATLS (advanced trauma life support) and EWS (early warning score) have been implemented. The data-set includes all necessary information for transfers between physicians and non-academic staff as well as between physicians and could also be used as a fundamental discharge letter. Moreover, this new core data-set is the implementation of items required by existing registries into the daily routine documentation in order to reduce unnecessarily time-consuming and error-prone secondary data acquisition. For example, all items of the preclinical and emergency room documentation for the TraumaRegister DGU® (documentation phase S, A and B of the standard and QM form) have been included. This is sufficient for participation as a TraumaNetzwerk DGU® member as far as the early clinical treatment of multiple injured patients is concerned.